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This is A*orking mantra) used for oodertraining and decision- flaking

in. a natural iptic field study conducted In seventh and eighth grade Junior

high- sch94, classrooms in. English and mathematics. . The goal of the s'kydi.'.

Gs to,
.

. .

Identify :And *stoma:tics I I y measure presage and part i cu I a r iy process
a

,

And then invettigate their *relationships (linear'or non -1 inear)
,.
witkstudent outceme measures (both cognitive and affective). ClastrooM

Obier;/ationi, are being con-ducted during the 1974-L975 schedl year. The

ink system presented i n -the present manual includes a l l of the low
Y.

Intl Ceoodingoneduring classroom observations, at..wel l as a few high

inference items. 'Numerous other lilgh internee ratings will bEi' made at ''.
.

.

. ..- -

the end of the .school Year',- and presage-data wrIv I bizrcollected through '.
.,. ,g .

- .

teacher interviews:And questionnaires.

This:study is an expansion and extensioh:,6f: :a previous prOcess-product
, V

Study conducted at the second and third grade levels (Broppy and Evertson, 1973
,

in.that study- a. similar coding system Ps. used, although students .,,eref,pot
..- .2

.

assigned unique identification numbersal lowing separate data to be' kept on
.

..
. . n

indivIdual st ents, as in the ,Oresent study. Both coding;:syttems Were
_

y on the.Braphg70::io,d Died lc" riiiieract ion COding sy, .(pe..Opily.

. 114

a nd:4k>occ. 9.7C)) , Akthougn vOtly,addillona I . feafure.s include coding o't the. ,,r,,,,
".!.
:, / i'

, .:. teacher' s happl l i Fg oof beMni I:oral management prof) l ems, i n which; the cod ri-'N.
.....

. . ".:

categories and underlYingtheory. are based on. The .work of Koiinit1.:11970)..
, ..- . a s., .-

.', Also .1 nc I uded .are .severaf:'.ne4-categories i rltroduced into . account_

..

,

systematic dilIfferencet in classrov context '(size of ,group/ type of lesson,
. -1

public versus prIvate contact, ete.), as wctl I as several -codes specifically
I. - -'k .

.



indicated as appropriate for classroom yatiables considered important

forjunlor high school math and English classes.

Readeis should notethat the enclosed manual it a "working manual'

15

A

Aleilgned forges by ::coders' involved ,In the ctual data collection *I. for

,

this project:: Ihus,..the merfuaLdoes not resent a,more,generalizecisyStem.
.. .

intended for use as is by other Investigators using it for other purposes
. r

It I's an extremely complex system designed specifically for the study .in

,.. ., : . :. .. . I .4.."

cluesticp-, and it contains many facets that would'be unnecessary or inappro4 ,-

,' 7 . . ..' /', .,

priate for differentinvestisatien;eYen 14 that invest' aticli-we're

...

carried on in junior *high school English and math ciasse Readers Inter-4- ....

(

vS40 In.issues concerning,vmeraie0PrOaches'to Class m Coding. rather

than onlythe specific'system presented'inJHWmano should consult
. .,

several previous, coding manuals and pape0 pddresse to4he prOhleM of '

classroom field research (Brophy,entirEvertson,' 19 31 Brophy, and- -Good 1970;
t

. . _
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GENERAL PROCEDURE AND ORGANIZATiON,OF CODING.

I. Target Student Selection7

Initially, it was the intention of this study td code eve\tl-contact with a

number Identifying the student involvdd: In light of the extensive scdpe,f this

study, however, it was felt that more accurate and complete data would be obtAfied.

by .coding all interactions but.requIring specific identities of only a smaller

portion of +he students in each class, To preserve the val&ty of the .data,

target students were selected by a random number table in order to get ts unbiased

a sample as possible.

2. famget Student Time Sheets'

The time each target student is available for coding is noted on these
% J

I. *( . .
.

sheets. Every stude6t..wi1l have the same. number of minute's available for coding

(lthe class'peod lengtp) unless he is 0? absent or, (2) out of the room for
4

more than 20 minutes. These two cases should be noted on the Target Student

sheet-pulf absent beside his name if he Is 9one the entire period, or note the

number of minutes he is in (ignore beihg gone for less than 20 minutes) if a
,

target student is out of,the room 'for part of .Oriod.* if all target students
4

'

present all period, write "55" by the first student1s,name and draw an arrow

0
downward beneath it, indicAting all the rest were also present for 55 minutes.

The identities of target students must not be publicized--be very careful to
I

keep these lists shielded by andIfiler piece of paper and if one must be discarded;
.

the coder should
%

k ep it with him- -dov'f put Win a waste basket at school,
4 A t

throveit pn.* or, etc
.

-
,

. 3. Fill in A he In4ormation at the top of the first sheet. This coding sheetrh
k;.'

is desidnehrto Pe used in two different Classroom contexts: gentral4klassrpom

and small' groups. .The coder will identify which one is being coded by a check

10



4 74

4

mark Inthe appropriate Oank at the top of the page. There must be both a public

response opportunity shedt end a dyadic confect sheet for each of these two class-

room contexts. Fot examplept.:the beginning of the hour, the coder will fill
4wo

In the top of one page of each type., If the teacher begins with a general class

lesson, fills is noteebn both sheets by checking "general ciais." Later, If she
T

switches to smali'groups, thwooder must begin a new public response opportunity

sheet and a new dyadic contact sheet, noting small group and theparticular group

members° numbers if they are target students, at the top of both pages. Even .

if there ts pc dyadic contact whatTever, the page'Shouid be labeled In order

to establish the completeness of the coding data; ih Ois event, thdEaler
. . - .

o

'should draw a heavy, diagonal line through the yank page In order to Indicate
. .

(for the key-puncher) that it is empty.
..,

. 4
.

4. When,you fill up one section on a sheet, alfhough the other sections may be
.

blank; begin a new sheet for all sections. Atnis only necessary to begin a new .

..

sheet when you have completed a section' on that page. If, for example ,yod filled

the Academic Response Opportunity blanks, yo sho be6in_ a new page. for Academic

ReSponse.Opportunities.. It is not necessa to begin a
(1

new
.
page for dyadic contact:

. .
, .

at the same time. ',This of course; in contrast to #4,, wherd a change in class-

, 1
_

5. The subject content chetkilst, found'at the top of.the AcadeMic Responie.

Opportunty page, has bee added in order to facilitate therviriting of: the cri-

noom.conteXt necessitates changing both sheets.

terion-based Standardized t
,

t, 'This test will be administered-to all students.
- I / ,. .

;participating icy the study at the end of the year. These two content.dhecklists

.
1

10.

refer-respectfVely to English and-to math classis, and wi-11 serve as a specific:

measureHof %ghat teachers cover in their cletses They should be filled out et

the end of each claSs period. Only the box on the first page need be filled out.
.

.1
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4it
.

',

w oo
6. no not code a class iffa substitute or a stutt.teacher Is teaching, or .if

the class will betaking a full hour test. Code only if the regular teacher Is

conducting the class. Ir.

7. Total Teacher Control Time and Absences need only be filied Won thq first

page. The'remainder of the .InfOrmation at the top of the sheet must be filled

out on every page. *Note absences only for the target students.

The essential thing to remember when coding is that.you must divide and

label your coding so that it Will: be meiningftan.d.Useful later. We must be

able later to match your coding,by time.andactivIty with that of yourpprtner.

In. order to get the most accurate picture.of.,what.went on in the classroom and

in order to establish inter-icoderrellability at the beginning of the study,

The coder's relationship with the teacher:.

a. You can share factua l information from the coding sheet with a teacher
, --- 'i

,

,* whd genuinely wants to know- -but don't volunteer information and don't give any

interpcdtations or vaide Judgments. -.

b. Do not discuss a. teacher.with any other teacher..

c.. if.teichers as about target students, explain that. first we di'd in

tend to.s;tudy all students, but when we realized the.di,Ificuify.of idvitifying

so.many.students, we chahged too random sample.

`F- 1

The coder's relationship.with4stuplents:

a. Kege busy -so kids don't-hal/0a chime to tal.,to you.
.

-1?". Don't let kids see their names.alkthe Target student lists.

12
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° -

.
A : . . ,_' - _:_;.-,7---' ....

.. ,: Tlig!' cod, ngiof respOrisis apportun it I perh8Ps the most. di/f 105 It- biding .., .

. .

rii.r" 1 the systein';:seir(#ce several aspects of the rni-eractib have td be coded and
'.

..

;''tho.SeqUence of events ihteractioniMpst be main bed and indicat d

JP the coding:: To soineextentIthe sequential aspeCts have already been /clesfgnpd-:.
-

intO,:+hecod1 g sh0qt, I since in' going from left to right, Codertakes,up Codi.ngi,-
911 ., , ,

....
de000np:J7q(t.e order in which they tend to ocCur naturally. -Eacb/f:,these,

Apectl.'of coding .response opportunities i s- deSer i bed-in: turn below, after ci ar i 2

f icaption concerning the term "response opOortunity.7

..Three key Apects Characterize 7response:Opimriuriittbs" as they are defI0807...:
,

in this' system la);they;are public .10W4CtiCht between-the teacher and: -only. --

a tingle chi Id at a )-ine;-rbut nevertheless Meantforajl monitored bV.irft. entire
. . . .

,-;!,_..

class or 'by.' the:entire.'group operating at the .momen ; ..(b) they ,occur when the. .,

..
.

iy 5 .:

.teacher asks a quest ion: demdnding a verb8l. response from the chi Id or when she

asks the chi I d to pub 1 ic ly respond _to a questi on' reqU Jr i ng. a non - verbal response

(suCh as indicating something on the board, pointing to the 'right letter or word,

'etc.); (c) only a SIngle:individu44 chi ld'makes the response (chorus or unison
.

. .

responses in :which .two or more children call' out the answer simultaneously

. . .

not considered a "response- opportunity" ) . .Thus, a response opportunity ihvolyeS

a pub tc attempt ky',en i ndi v i dua I/ ch i id to. deal with a cuastion posed by the 'teacher-
A

Other types of teacher-chi Id Interaction aee not coed as "response oppor-

tunities".-because they differ from the preceding definition intone or more ways.

It is important for coding. Validity.. to bear' in mind that,!,reSpons4'opportunities".

as used in this system are considered to be teacher afforded, it is assumed that

the teacher expl icitly or at least implicitly wants

action' to answer the question. Response opportunities are deliberate teacher
43-

he chi Id involved J. 'the.Inter-'

13



7 $

...
attests 'to get.a'chi.ld to espond or af.leastimpti it ThAch r encourageMeht

1 .

insi-rDatiorre,:where the Chffecf seeks out a respons,0 opportunity- "call. OUT"

Response-opporTOOttes thus InvoiveindividualrecOgniti nofthe

chit Id '0y the teacher. The previously mentioned° situation i n whi ch two or more
.

_ .A

children, call out an answer'simuAtaneously is not considered a "response oppor-.

tunity" because no,individual child receiita individual recognition or feedback.

Even if only a single child calls out .i.he.answer, a response opportunity is

-coded only if the teacher responds to him in some way. Should the teacher

Wore his answer altogether, it is not considered a re-sponse opportUhity.

The public nature of the "response opportunityw.dietinguiShes it from

the various lOrMs of gtudent-created, teacher-afforded, and behavior related Conr-

An,theteacher-afforded,and student-created4ork-related contacts,the

teacher/ talks to 't child aboutfil§iiown ina vidi:Jal.,seat work. Teacher feed
.

back hereis'upi-ivatei" meant only for the child involvecrand not for the class

Whdle. -These contacts
d

occur when individual chifdr, bring their work to

the -feather +4° ask ,him'about it or whenthelteacher goes arolpd:the room cor.

recting work individually at,eaCh,desk.. It frequentiyhaPpens that the teacher

will question achild-when,deal ng with,.tIm VdiVidueiTyabout his seat work. \
,\
1

Such an event is coded under work-related dyadic:contacts and is not considered

a response opportunity, since the question is me.* only for the p rticular-

.

*child. involved.apd isllot a public question.

spohse opiportunities inVolve focal .queStions
v.'

which, along, with the answer.

given by the child and the ensuing feedback, form a natural Unit: Each such

. .

queStiOn,,answer-feedback segment constitutes-a self-contained interacti on se-
: .

.

quence in its ownright,,easily seOrable,from preceding.or followingOnits,

even when they involve'the same ch-i4d:c



clog ol:five.7..y
.

ill'444:ittlY.

of u It'
---:1,.,:':'

...

y :the.studerIt'.

. . ,1,:::.1 ',. I- '

answer, and the; 6o;ture':. of .the teathsr!s ,feedbaCicretOonse.1....T601. la t itern'to ...

r.:'0*.)r. ,,.:;,:T. ,. -.,., ..., .y.
_ .

...

be coded .t4vaebeer-g .feedback). sometimes will be cOMO le*: enough '.'. to n61 ude two,.

Each tesbonse,Opportutiity coded Hiquiras tie c

separate. b 1 is 0.1:: I nfor.16(at I on : the i den frcati of the

queifil,Onasiced,thetVpeOf response

4;4or mor ategories- er feedback, So thgt. s

"Wf.l requfte' six or more separate markings

appropriate should be checked;. tone should e om

STUDENT N

'The child number columns are provided

One, the coder can nOte a umber des igna

the 14,1. or ,F cal-Umhs, and thereby identi

e

B

0

eSponS?::OppotiltunitieS

I

pp of feedback which..Ls

;

ome

e .

that the student is a target

on h s seating chart,::ent r' it': under

.

. .

y a part i cul arCh. who :recelyed -a res

ponseOppor+unity being coded. If +4 student is not a _target.; :then a check

mark is. placed in the appropriate/ I or E.colump. This the first notation to

ba rtiade in the academic response opportunity section. If a target student. re-

ceiVes another reSponie. oppo unity following the first:one the coder shou.ld.

rewrite his number on the ext I ine, indicating that the child reSponding. is the

/

onse opportunity., Again, for non - target stu-;same one as in the prey,'

dents a check mark

'The

Level of

student.

LEVEL OF 'QUESTION
r.

coder. determines theievel. (Or -7rype):of question asked by t e teacheio.

; .

quest:1On refers .to.the .nature of the response demand made up the
.

Four[levels are identified; process questions, product que tionsi

choice questions, and opinion questions. These four levels refer only\,to'ques-

-
flans about 0cademic. or schoof:related content matters.



Ir.
To determthe th?..10mP.1 of thQ response; opportunity° #bu i .i t i tit teacher.:

,

:quest' One the. oder must lake. Soo depi s ions: (a )- he Must dec rd

,question.. reptbsents S public resionseoPportun ity, and (b) if. it is an 4Fa-

deiMic que8tion, :he mustdaci de whather it is a process, prOduct',J4tOice

:antrast to the' elementary clatiropm coding system t
. ,

estion.

acadetntgrepOne. opport
.

includes opinion-questions, where a:
.1

,teacheraeks s t Udent, about some aspect: the
.

cUrriCulum con

tent, bs, wet as procest,/P-kaduct, and choice questions; where the teacher 'asks
, . . .

. '

for factuaf,tteiter connected with the academic content of the lesson.
,

Questions coded in this section require the student to exrla in something at

length showing grasp of 'the_rrinciples involved to prOVide Certain- infor7

matIon in.antwering the question, to resrond .showing that he has in know-

ledge, of information or to express hit own opinion about someaspe Of the

qintiOul um:content. The .content of thete questions dea IsT with any aepect of

curriculum which the school is attempting del iberately to teach the student..

Level:Of question is coded by a check mark. in the appropriate

Process QUestion7j..

This ie the, mosttomplex level
. .

of question., in which the student .is

.

.

required to explain something in a way that requi
,

.
.

or to show knowledge. of their interrelationships.

II

for formulatingat i ng an adequate response -- singlei ng le word

::::::utes:

1 ly requires_ a

f i CYI:::
...

requires 1222. student

hitn to integrate /acts

I t. most frequent I y i s. a

n extended phrase or sentence

.answers are not usually sufp.....

tb specify the cognitive

and/or behavioral eieps that must be gone through

or come,LJR with an answer.

-
1 n'order to sol,ve a problem



Whzitis the difference . "*4arWeeri levels and7variselti es of Erigl 1St ,..,
,

-,.., ..

.,-,.).> I -..... '1'.. ,' ."-r. ..F-:.:1,... '. .... ,.. -: 1, .- ",.

"...Explain. how Changes i n .1 anguOies- and speectiqlttecheetite--abiUt.- ,-,

How :can we d 1 st 1 ngu i thi be een''..S i alp le cOnJuncti ve 'and;..eiribeiki ng
..,.1-rensfonnatipns?

.

Explain k\vhy if t%vo.sets are equal, they are also eqUiyaleht.1...
,./.i.

always, the teacher's intent. dettermt-nes the ceding.' Foi::.'eX4mpiti,-: th

eachei may ask,.. estimati g uue payMeh:ts,, is -et ..betterte;.,round Up or,..-
\

down ?"- Ord i.nari I y this would be coded as a product questIOn:-aernabiiing- the answerr

p." IHOwever, the queition .appears just after a liiiS..;i001;:O;,..eccouhtint and

estIma .the teacher had explained-It:he process Of/eS:tirtiatingOmoneytO*.be.

piaci out, and the Student' in-eluded i n his.answerelftrne4ts such as -Olaf it: is more

Prudent to 'round up than .down; .in 'estimating .exPeirdituf-e, etc., 'then -it would: be

coded as a process question. This example 'illustrates procedure to be fel-mp
.

lowed when in doubt in determining whether' a questiqfn should be:protess versus

product. If +he. teacher seems to be requiring a process answer, that is a, long

explanation- of a complex' sequence:of events, process question should be cocitd.*

If on the other hand he seems to be satisfied with a .simple short.enswer, 'pro--

duct question would be coded.

Product Questions

Product questions seek a specific correct answer which can be expressed
,or .4.

in a single ward or short phrase. They do not involve the explanations built
, .

Into process questtons, and at same time they do not provide the student

with alternatives which includethe correct answer, as in choice questions.

Thus, the student must either ;know the answer and verbalize it or!take a guess

by encoding an aritWer on his own:

/7



another., tyq "average?"
name is, giver the answer ini 'd vision problem?

menY-stde an "octagon...htve.:.

are to eristcs of .format : and informal English?
t e.A ina_tdpi nce?

/

lounded?
ere. was*. of I- recently discovered?

roduct ',quest ions us ua I 1 y begin with "who "what?", ."when?",

1'wherel," "hoes much ? ", or °how many ? ". Many o be response opportunies wi I 1

'91 coded' as .pioduct 'questions if the student s asked to, 1 denti Ok, 'a: letter, pro-
.

)1(ig a:sum or remainder Ot:*,-144hi le the sty t' ma.have to go fill
,

ve pocetset.' in Order.;to arrive at thillannwer,.-the question

does not Oequire' him fc4. verbal; ' ze, thq0:( p ITocesses bUt only : to Poduce the

"? .

:
r an nweri, So long ns..jhls is true the quest106:is...6 'produCt question; and the ,

gh.:.mlany

I f
4

response, demand on the stidet_lt. is less thal, It . is for a process question, since

required of-ifik student a since possibility remains that he
. .

might guess the answer without. knowing thy,'' process.. the teacher: wants

dhOice Questions

e"- " In t6 choice. question the student 1409 not have to produce subitritive

r expressed -
.

alternatives. Included:a-re yes-no que's Aons, either-or questions, and questions

t
response bUt may i nstead s implY chobse o#0 ,of two or more Mpi ie

whic repsen :z,,han two alternativeE;:but which, make It clear that the correct

answer i s one.'of the a lternettves presented. Choice questions are of Interest

because they' tend to. encourage guessing by, maximizing the student's chances of

.

p ucing correct answers (response products), even though.hemay lack the

Correct knowledgeOr skill (response process) '..that the teacher. assumes- to be



Operating When/Itudenti-adSWer-correttiv-OhoThe queStro4s:in)Oive a More

Linvited response demand upOd the.stucieht;than doyprOduct gUeitiont, sinCe'urke

tn,.
l''-, .. ..' ( / 1 I ' .!:' '' .-' PI

!

totter.theydo'not require the student .t produce 4 .spbstantve respossion

his own; the!stUdent,knOws that the cor act- dswer IS one of.the alternativesH

the teaCher:predents4n.asking the:queiston, land ifpe:is dIsposed;t0Auess :...

.'" ,'' v.:,----,;

heCen makea'responSe:by one of those eiternotives OccasiOnalty'

a large nuMber of.alterdatOes mill be present, as .When.the..teacher-asks the

e ;
student :to iddiCate.orunderline one 'particular letter-ofthe alphabet (out of

the 26). This ne erthetess 14still coded as a choiO question because the
r-

student knOWs that:the correct nswer Is one Of the elternatives presented.

When the alternatives are pre ented.verbally.,'-there are usually onlyltwo or
A

rndlive. categories Of response. A

Two triter "a distinguish choice guestions )theduestion.deals with: .

AlcedeMic content; (b) the teacher prOvidesresponse atternativee, either verl4lly'i

or by shavtriKi; student Vitual aids to .lootc at'in connection with the *Jestion,.

which\include the correct:answer among them (i.e., the'corrpct answer is one

of the alternatives presented).

5xamples:

,--

Ceders houlcrbear in 'hind that any question w h i s an either-orquestion

Is this angle acute or obtuse?. . is
.

Do'all.jnateriel.s expand. at the same rate onheatIngi
Look at the words on the board. Which ones, begin with .a

consonant?.-

s tant

or a yes-no q estLots coded' aska choice question, regardless of the complexity.

0
Of-the content.

Examples: pour the water from this whi dish [nto th s test tube,.w II
there be more water, .iees wate , or just the same- -amount?

Ar the,lInevof a rectangle edual and paralie4,,4equarbot not
parallel; or parallel but n eduai? .

whr h is better to put out.a gr se fire -- water or sand?



-.:041 -
.41-lio e. 15recediag- tixainfiles.,areepparently corn IVX, :1+.

. ,. l ' . 7 .
firainS PoStible.for: some st dents who do, not understand. the processes invotve.d.

. -,.. ,.f.,.,,.."' :, 4- 5: ..--. f .:,. ' ,
... to be able to respond to -I. e 'quest ion,. sine the. response alternatives are proms

,..V.1 dedi: 1 n ',the.,queit4 on itself. ThuS shOuld the student deal de to respond rather

,.;than'' say that .I.fierdoesn ' j knOw .Or'''atk for more information ; he can . resPi-.41de by
,-

verlia14zing one of the response alternatives back'to -the teacher.,

Scale-Hales a question which woU I d lord inert 1y lett! f ied p
t, ..

question I s 'COON as aloiCei.'question because of the 1 mined tat

events., ..The preV1.6us eicampret 'That words. start with a Sikira
.

.
'10..T.-

for instance, wou I d be c'ss 1 f led aS a , choice ups-Pion Lf the teat
0 -,

N . ISCedid, I t by.Vifing th stdents' attention o concrete e arrIpiee o
t

(by writing, them on the boa d,. showing Vi at aid material

were printed):-'1Another example'.00ctrred in 'the Science less°

teacher gave aivektendedpresentatiO n .aboutN1714:kleaves :COW d.. beY;t lass! f led

dIng'to sfze; shape, and calor. sne -epeatedly .compared pa) rt.'of eaves'. 'ex:

playt)ng that 'she was lookina.for similarities and OfferenCes 1,6 size, shape,
.('and color. The repetitive nature of her preseritatiOn and' the 'restriction of

her languageto the key words. "size,", 'shape," and "color" led eventually

to the 1)solation of these three.woe'ds' as .a restricted set of alterriatiVes +0

res?n4to the question "how are these two leaves different?" When..stSe later

asking +he stUdents to compare leaves .her queitiogs were coded as cholce

questions, since she had ,Identified and reinforced "size;'' "shape, " .and "jcolor"

as the response alternatives she had in mind and becae she accepted with.

Ipparent satisfaction 'the responses of stUdents who simply verbalized one of

these key "irds without 'any, add it Iona 1 material.



c

00pinion.OuestioriS L.

14.

The opillirluestion asks the "student to giye +Os os!n pers nal opinion-.
. ;

abodt somOISPect of theurriCUlutd.content. It.Probably will'occUr most often
je- 4:

In: the 'Eng! i sn. el asses, and only rarelyi n math classes. I n an E 1 i sh t Lass,
rl

the teacher mightaSk a student to'deseelbe.acertain character, a'short story
4

assigned to--the,clast, and following the student's response, turn to another

studentandask if:he agrees with the characterization given by "the first st

N.)

Her q stion to the second student Would'be coded as an opinion queStion. In a

t Cl'arss, the teacher may request a.student too to the board and solve a

t problem. She may then turn loianother-itudent particularly If*the.student

board made a mistake, and aSk'thattudent if he anrees with the'WOrk'on

the boar Both of .these would be coded'as acIdenzic oPinilitestions. Some-

times the eacher willibeginwith a:Orol5i_oe/Process question, and seeing

othat she Isn't-ging t4 get an answer, m II Anue by askina varlousAtudents
.

,

what they think will'happen, etc., so that thevremaindee of the quieslions will

be coded .am i,pinon questions:
,

When:tod:ing OPINION QUESTIONS, the observer-shou[d leave blank ft)90 catego"ries'

on correctness.of answers. Observers should draw a line.through these Categories,
4

21
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Five types Cit responwoppdrtunities:haVe been Identlijed. The COiler.

Indicates which'.one the teacher utillIeS in.each academic response opportunTty

*..:by. placiiig-la check me" in the blank underneath the type of response. opportUnity

#
used.

^

Pceseiect-Pattern CPOZEPATY

In -the first type, the teacher has askeda question which has at least.

several correc answer:. She goes -around the room in a predictable order: calling

.the'Studently Aathe,first, and then asks her question. This doluMn on the coding

sheet Is labeled (pREPAT).

Presel ec$41Ohpettoe.h,: (PRENPAT)

The second column differs from the f trst only in that the teache(7 Js.Cal I ing

on students in an order-which is .not predictable. She -stl I preselects the pupil

and then poses her questioh however.

4
No -Volunteer (NVOL)

In the third typeOlie teacherAskt her. quettion first, then the' ca 1 ts,

a student. who doein /t have his hand raised or a non- volunteer (NVOL). 14 the

coder does,not know if the selection was PREPAT Or PRENPAT, code NVOL=-this is

a convention. NVOL is al so coded after sustaining feedback..

Volunteer (VOL)

. The fourth type of response opportunity Involves the teacher's asking

question publicly and then calling on a student who does have his hand raised

22



(volunteer or V(2).)

64, I I-Out (CALLY''

-,
The. last situation is the call---out (CALL),. Response opportunities created

by students whdcallout answers to-teacklers':questiont. without waiting for-

. permission to respond pre:coeled in the call out column. The teacher creates the

response opportunityby, asking a public question, but one pupil Ills out.an.

-answer to this question before he has'a chance to indicate that a particular

student shoute-respond. This type of response opportunity Is therefore student .

created,. ifi that .it'was not the teacher s Intent that .the student answer the
. ,

- ,
. . . a .

questibn.' Besides those already mentioned, one additional consideration must be ^'
. . ,

. ,

present before coders code a response opportunity under call out: the teacher

must recognize the.student's response and make some response to the Student in

1

retiction to' it.. Called out answer which are ignored by,the teacher are not
. ,

. .., .........--

considered retponte opratturrItiet.and are not coded. A response opportunity coded
. .

as call out then, requires the following: (a)the teacher askt a public question;

.

(b), the student calls Cout.an -answer tb...the question before the teacher his a chance

to call on anyone.4o respond; (c). the teachet then turns his attention to the

student who/called out the answer and says something in response to him. The

teachet's response to the. pupil must contain feedbrrepardinn his answer to the

question.; the interaction-ls*not coded asa response opportunity under call out
7

if the teache
ir

confines his remarks to cri,t1cism of thettudent for callPno
A

. out the answer.. It Is necessary, thereforethatthe::teedfier make some feedback

response to the student whocalls out the answer.

23
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Jjst as there may be confusio in d'stingUishinq betWeen `4 ITes4-izns directed

to anon- volunteer and questions di ected to a volunteer whenthe coder is unsure
. ,

Whether or .not the pupil has raised his hand,, there may also be .onfusion in (Hs-

)l-lnguishing call outs if the coder, is nsure whether -o not theeacher made some
r .,. .'

indicatiOn to the.pupil that. he should swer,the q stion. There' Is'usually
--..:

little problem when *he teacher CalJs on he students by name, but some teachers

wilt. call on students. .by poipting at them r otherwise non - verbally indicating.

k. 4 1
.

that they should mike a,response. Coders should be paricularly alert with such

teachers to .pick up these less:obvious cues. given to students to signal their
. \ 4

permission. to reSpond.. When the coder is. not sure 'whether or not 'the teacher ..'

t" .made. such.a signal, and therefore, is not sureA4hether or not TO code question_

to a 'volunteer (VOL), or a cal Irout:(CALL), the interaction should be-coded as. a

volunteer (VOL). SUMilarly, when the coder is not sure wheitier the student

selected had his hand up, volunteer (VOL) should be coded.

ANSWERS.

After coding a student's identity, the type of question, and the selection

pattern, the'-coder codes the student's answer into one of four categories:

correct (+), incorrect (-);- don't know,(DK), and filo response (NR). The teacher's

intent is taken into account in determining' the correctness of the pupil's

response. Frequently, teachers may ask ambigUous questions which are ar rered

correctly or mostly correctly from one Point of view but which are treated as

incorrect by the teacher, who was looking for a very specific answer. Thus it is

the teacher's perception of the correctness of the pupil's responte whiCh is,coded,

not the coder's perdeption. This distinction is Important because the next

a

24



variable coded is he teacher's feed Mek.to the student'S response, and this

feedback is sideredkto be feedbacks to the student's answer as perceived'by

the t er.' Consequently, if the teacher reacts to a response as .if. it is

wrong, it is coded as' wrong even though another obserVer might consider it to be.

mostly. or even completely correct.

Correct Answers (+)

If the pupil answers the teacher's questio In a way that satIsflestim, the.,

answer is coded, correct. Determination'of whether or not the teacher it satis-

fied with the answer does not necessatilyc require that the teacher positively

affirm the answer or make some favorable response to It. Instead the student's

answer shotild be considered correCfpnless the teacher makes some positive action

.suggesting disatTsfaction wItjh it (explicitly explains that the pupil's answer

Is Incorrect or mostly incorrect, gives the "correct" answer, or asks someone

else to answer the same question.)

Incorrect Answers (-)

Responses.coded as incorrect answers are'those in which the student'6

response is treated as simply wrong by the teacher, or, in the opinion of the coder,

the teacher considers the answer mostly wrong. 'The.teacher need not explicitly

tell the student.that he is wrong; he may indicate.this indirectly by searching

-for the answer from someoneelse or by providing it himself: The coder must

code' these 'kinds of answert,at wrong, as well as including in. this category

answers seen by the' teacher as.,beIng mostly incorrect.

. In addition to these two 'Instances, if a student mumbles an answer to a-

teacher's question and Is asked by the teacher to repeat his answer more loudly,

the answeVshould be coded as IncOrrect. If the teacher wantS, the student to
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re' t. she has'heard his responsw.but wants ofhers to hear or

'-kr-/.

-want* to avoid 'allowing students to mumble responeS, the student's answer,

let ..

is coded as Incorrect. Any muMbledlanswer which apparently is on attempt
/

to answer the question, is treated as no response as long as it: remains unin-
.

telligible. In cOntrast.to the previous Coding system, there.isno part..!rn .,

right 401,gnation to code; In the Junior h'ig'h study it is necessary for

the coder to make a decision that a student's answer is either mostly right

or mostly wrong, and therefore code that -mostly right or mostly wrong answer....7-

'as being right or wrong.

'
Don't Know (DK) . (

This category is included in tt coding system specifically for those

instances when the siii0ent clearly does not answer the question,whicll' the

toTCner putscto him, and in effect, says so, or makilp some non-Verbal

response IndicatIngtthis.

To code OK, the child must have clearly indicated either VerballyOr

byihrugging shoulderS that he does not know pe answer. .0thef-wise, code

NR; mumbling is coded N. The'convention, therefore, Is to keep the,DK

column clean.

tsk. Response-4NR)

No response is coded whenever the - student remains silent or-JpOmbles

unintelligibly. if he, does make an intelligible,response to the Oestion
rr

if must be coded as correct or incorrect.

On a rare occasion, the teacher may ask a two-part-questionwhich the student
6

answers exactly half correctly, and half incorrectly. In this'kUnd of situation,

the:teacher generally focuses On the incorrect answer 'in an effort to get it

4:
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corrected therefore, the coder should code the student's.aSWer as incorrect,

even though 1t was half right. The teacher's concern being primarily with

the wrong part of the answer determines the cOding.of ttis response.

To sumMitfrize: if thelstudent attempts to answer the teacher's question,
P

his answer itcoded,as correct or incorrect, depending On'the teacher's-reaction

to itifitis:will'include all answers seen aspiirt correct, in which cases the

coder makes the. deciston as to whether theidecision was mostly.correct Ormottly
H 1

incorrect and codes accorditgiy. If the ttudent indidates that he is unable to

answer, the response Is coded as don't know (Da or if he does not attempt to

answer the questioni.'it is coded as -no retponse'(NR).

FEEDBACK

The next five sections deal with the teacher'sresponse tothe studer14s,

answer.

SYMBOL
I

FEEDBACK REACTION

++ Praisw(positive evaluation)

Criticism (negative OYaluation)

NQ SUS.

REP '
.

SIMP

.NON/AC
.

Sustains; the teacherasks the student a new questIon:abOut
the lesson..,

,

The teacher'repeats the q

Simplifies; the teacher 'rephrases the quettion'oe-gives a clue.

.Nolvacademic question; the teacher asks a questIOn then ptention
of which is to aid the student illa=5Ing a-preceding (academic.
questiOn.

Integrates; the teacher inteqrates or weaves student's response
into his.discussion or lecture.



. SYMBOL

0

PROS

GIVANS

ASK 0TH

CALL

7

FEEDBACK REACTION.

21.

No:feedbadk response; the teacher does not react to the
pupil's answer.

Processs-feetibck

TeaCher Oyes. correct answer (without getting into prodesS)

Teacher agks'enother pupil to giI0,e the answer.,

Call out (tOth8 other pupil calls out:the answer before the
first pupil,respohds to the question).

.

The'first four feedbaCk dategOts liSted above, after praise and criticism,

are designated as-suttalang feedback, while the last five are called terminal

feedback: :This distinction is a key one in studying communication of teacher

expectation's. Thecategories of sustain14 feedback include teacher behavior which

.

prolongs:the response opportunity by proViding a second chance,to deal with the

same or related questions; Use of any of the sustaining feedback reactions ts an

index'of the-teacber!swillingnees to stick with the student until he can/produce

an acceptable ans014. Terminalfeedback,,on,the.other hand, brings the response
.

opportunity to a close. ,For, a' terminal-feedback 'reaction; the teacher either

gives the student the answer or sees that he gets it from. someone else, .doeen!t,

react at:all, or gives process:feedback. In-any Case, he dOes not sustain the
. .

interaction and provide, additional response opportunity. In.betwebn the two r.

sections of sustaining and terminal feedbac.kis a:smaili one item section.called -

integrate'(INtEG): Thit behavior is coded when the teacher takei a student's

.answer and weves it Into eithe'Vanother question to that same student or into

the.ongoing discussion end then aims hii.next response opportunity at a different

:stUdent. .Therefore.the column I_NTjEG is set. off.from sustaining and terminal

28
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feedback because it can.be used in conjunetlon..with both types. When it is
.

-4
checked therefore, there wilip always be at leatt one other type of feedback,

either terminal or sustaining, checked along with the column INTEL.

Praise (++)
. we

c`..C-Praise.refers to the teacher's eviluatiVe reactions.whfch 0,..;beyond+the.

level of _simple affirmation by verbally complimentili the pupil ( "Good','' "Fine,"

"Wonderful," etc.) and/or by accompanying verbalization.of positive feedback

with expressions or gestures connoting excitement or warmth. Thus pralse,(++)

is coded'when the ;teacher does something more than merely indicate that the

J3Upil has giVen a correct response'. 'He communicates a positive evaluation -or a

warmKpersonal reaction to the student and not merelyanimpersonal communjcatiOn

of information.

In order

intent of the

not to miss praise feedbackr it is,important here to code the,.

teadher and the ; = rce tlon olthe pupil in.4tentlyinC; praise.

Praise may be coded when the teacher actuatliii has only repeated the student's

.answer, but in a,warm*-accepting tdhe ofvoice; Praise may:also take the form

"'of being a sUrprise:reaction to:the quickness for instance of a student in working

a problem. It. is probable that, in the Junior high study, we shall not hear a

good deal of f I owery effusive language in +praising students. Although th i s

Might. tie effective for .very young ctil Idren, by Jurtiorhighager it would only be

embarrassing to the student. Thereforeraite will beindre subtle bUt nonethe-
''-.'t'

less present.

fl

.Criticism .(7-)

Criticismperatleli praise in that it refers toinegative teacher evaluative,
.

.

. . ,

,, .
. . --.... .

reactions that.go.beyond-the level of simple -negation by expressing anper or



personal criticism of the student in addition toOndidating the incorrect ess

bf his responSe. The categoryincludes obvious erbal criticism, .("T at's a

%./ .1

stupid answer," "What's'the matter with you?", *If you'd, pay attention,. maybe

yote.d get it right") and verbal negation which is accompanieq by expressive or

gestural communication of: hostility, anger, disgust, or sheer-frustration. IA

gene'rat, any verbal response which disparagingly refers to the pupit'slntellecv

*fuel ability or, more frequently, his, tivatiOn. to di,' good wor , is coded.as

truecriticism. 'Statements of latter type. by the teacher may.be fa ually true (i.e.,

the pqpil may not have been paying attention) or'may be unverifiable gratuitous.
.

rejection,("You Just don't dare."). Bothare nevertheless coded, as. criticism,

since this coding refersto the teacher's behavior Per se and not to the activity

or justificatiOn4or hiS statements.

Repeats Question (REPT)

SUSTAINING FEEDBACK

This category and the two to follow comprise thecategories of sustaining

:feedbaCk, In which.the teacher sustains the reSOOnse opportunity and provides

the student witha second chance to respond.

I
The first such reaction is when the teacher Vmply:repeats the queition.

This will almost always occur when the student. has made:in° response,'although:

6

it may also occur at times fn which he.has given an incorrect response. In any

case, if the teacher asks-a.question,. waits some time without getting the correct.
4

answer, and then repeats thequestion.to the same student, his feedback reaction

Is coded as repeats question (REPT). The teacher need not repeat the entire
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question .word for word in ordor16:be coded In thiS category. Truncated ver-,

Mons of the original questipa.and,shoF4 probes, to determine if the student

can make any response. 1P the original question, are both:Coded as repeats.

'question; For example,. original queStion'"What color is this?" the

folloWing responses are all coded.60 repeats question: "What color ?" "Well?"

"Do you :know ?" "400?" (The latter said in emanner that communicates that the

:tercher is waiting fOrothe student to respond to his,original question).

In each of.the variations mentioned above, the teacher is communicating
%

that he.iSlqatting for the upil to respond to the original question. and that
4:

.he still wants him to re p if he Can. The teacher'does not change the queStion,

as in the following cat

asked previously.

Simplify (SIMP)

Merely repeats ii or refers to it as it was-

In this feedback reactiorr,.(SIM'),t e teacher sustains the response

opportunity by rephrating the lueStion or giving the pupil a clue as to how to

respond to it. Therephrasing of the question in'thip:situation will be'Such as

to simplify it; particularly in moving from a product qUestion ("What color is

this?") to a.choice question:("IsAtred or blue?"). Rather thah rephrase the

qUestioh in this.manner, the teacher may provide a clue expressed as a declara-

tive statement: "It's the same color as an apple." 'Three key considerations

1,
determine the coding of simplify in teacher feedback: -(a) the teacher. not

merely repeat the question as_ortginally.asked but embellishes it in some' way

to make it eatierfor the pupil ,to respond; (b) nevertheless, he is still seeking

the same response as asked for in the original question. The latter condition

:
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4 present category from the-category of newauestions. which follows,

the .teacherasks. a new questioriwhIchreqUIresHa dIfferentantwer

one asked originally; (c) Note the the sustaining feedback form "stn

only be checkedafter ewrongontwer C-i a-don't know (MK); or ano

NR).

New Quest on, ustains (NQ .SUS)

r-t,
The 4eacher asks.a new.question'when he requires an answer that is dif-

ferent froM the Original question, although it may be'clotely related.- A

questibn requiring a different answer is 064'es-sustain 1NQSUS).. Thus,
: . ../ :

to the original question, "What kind offtiagte.is this?", questions. whiCh

eliCit thesame answer ("Is it dependent:or independent?", "Is it dependent?")

are coded. as simplify. Ouettions which seek'to eligit a different answer are
' .

coded as sustain SUS). ("And this one, what type Is it?")
110

-There are three criteria_ required to code sustaining feedback. The first

is that the 'previbus answer must have been answered correctly by the same

student. In addition, the next question must.reagire a new answer,and

third, the new question-Must deal with the subject matter of the class' lesson

at that point. It must be.academig in nature; If: if is.nOt, the way itwill

/'

be dealt with will be explained in the next section.

Non-academic Ouettion (NON /AC)

The category non - academic question (NON/A6, is provjded as a form.of

sustaining feedback, Whenever the teacher asksenecademic question of a

certain student, the student Indicates in some way that.he is unable to,..answer

32
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or:ansters it incorr Ctly, and the teacher thin Tains with a non - academic

question designed to be he)pful,.i.e., to redirect the student to the proper.

problem 'on the page, etc.,' code NON/AC. If the teacher's question (response) is

sarcastic or disparaging, code as a wrong answer and, criticism. Therefore, the

coderlwill,:first code NON/AC and then wail to see.if an academic qUestion follows--

whichrequites coding REPT, SIMP, or NQ/SUS. If this does happen, double, code

accordingly0f she terminates, the)doding line ends with NON/AC.

The occurrence of sustaining feedbgbk (repeats question, rephrase or'cluei-

.or new question)Presents a special' coding problem because theSe.types of.

feedback. give the'student'a new response opportunity.' This new response oppor-

tunity.mUst then be. coded' ior-level Of'question, quality of answer, and additional

.feedback from the teacher. 'At thepsame time, the .fact that it is &follow-up

to an original response opportunity -rather than a.wh011y new response opportunity'

must. be maintained in the coding system._ Thi4S is accomplished by skipping down.

to the next row whenever sustaining feedback is coded, thereby bringing.a close
.

to the doding of the original. response opportunity and beginning the coding for
,

the follow up response opportunity.' On the next row, the level of queition, the:

quality of the Puplits'ansWer and the. nature of the teacher's.. further feedbaCk

is codek. Followlip response opportunities Occurring due to sustaining feedback

In-reaction to-the,original,esPonse opportUnities are Coded for type of response

opportunity (which would be coded A0,-volunteer (NVOL, in all: cases of sustaining

feedback), level of question,'nuality, of student's answer, andtype of teacher.

feedback. Other .than. the special,dOnditions requiring skipping to a new row when
.

sustaining 'feedback occurs, the-codingof teacher's, feedback reaction. simply

involves noting the appearance of.neW 4dable feedback categories.
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Note also that two or more occurences of the some type of sustaining.

feedback (repeats quettion, simplify, or new que$ n) 'may occur in succession

and be coded separately. Thus a teacher' might repeat:the original question

lor make some attempt to get the pupll to answer it) two or three times rather

than'just once. In such a situation; each repetition.of the original question

is Coded'sdo long as there is some timeln between which amounts to a new res-

ponse opportunity being extended to the student. However, redundant repetition

of the question ("Well, do you know?") is coded.as only Asingle repetition

6--
since no time foran opportunity to respond is Allowed between parts of the

question.' When such time is allowed ("Well? . . ..Do You know?"), two separate.

repetitions of the question are coded.

Integrate (iNTEG)

Integrate should be coded as.a form of feedback any time when the teacher

uses the student's response (n her ongoing. lecture, questioning ordiscUssion.

He, may use 'one ttudent'sanswer.to build her next Question,. dr he may use the

studentansWer and discuss and elaborate on it before continuing to auestion.

It should be noted t t the column INTEG is setoff bothfromthe sustaining

and from the terminal fe dback categories because it may occur in conjunction

with either type of feedback. At any,rate, when the coder checks integrate, he

will also have check :d at least one Other category under sustaining or terminal

feedback.'

r The remaining cat gories deal.with terminal feedbaCk, that form of feedback

.

with which the teac er ends his contact or his response,opportunify with one '

pupil and moves on..
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TERMINAL FEEDBACK

(
,

p.

No Feedback Reaction 0)::,7

,

4/ . 0
-I

te,''' : If the teacher make response whatever following the student's answer
',.1.1,

the question, he is coded for no feedback reactio00): This means that.'

makes no verbal response'to the pUpil and does not Communicate affirmation or

tion by bhaking his head in response to the answer. Instead, he merely

.4no As pp to something, else, perhaps by starting to make anew point or by
I

king.inOther student a question.. Most coders will besurprlsed to find that
. .

s gategory is used much mbre often than they had expected... It frequently

opens that the teacher makes no.feedback reaction at all to the.student's
*

lians4r,'especially:in.faStmoving.question drills where he is pushing:to pet

oortect answers in an imp rsonril fashibn, withbut paying attention to the indi-

i pupil giving.the answe6:

n addition4o_the obvioattcondition of no feedback reaction outtinet

1"

abovei where the teacher says4,end does nothing in reaction to the pupil, one

special type of teacher reactivi s also coded in this category. This occurs

when the teacher repeats the pupi'l's answer n a quizzical manner without indi-

cating whether he considers it to be correct or incorrect. This reaction may

frequently occur when the teacher is asking the students.to guess, give opinions,

or make predictions about something. In such instances he may:reolly to the

student's answer ("He's going to go hoMe and tell his mother") with an ambiguous

resOonse:("Yba think he'll go home and tell his mother?"). Unless the teacher's.

feedback'reaction it further elaborated to provide affirmation or negatito'or

some:strbstantive answer to therpupit, it islgoded as -nONeedback reaction.
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Process Feedback (PCSS)

The process versus product distinction introduced previously ln the

41scussion of level of question Is also usedln coding the level of teacher

feedback. Process feedback it coded under PRCS, while the following three

categories refer to product feedback (simply giving the answer .in one way or

another). Process feedbaCkis coded when the teacher goes beyond merely pro-,

vtding the right answer and discutsesthecognitive or behavioral processes that

are to be gone through in arriving at the answer. In other words, he review's the

question or poblem with the student at length, telling him how to god about

responding to it and not, mereIV'what the correct answer is. Process feedback

occurs most frequently following errors, when the teacher explains the ?easoning

processes to be gone through to arrive at the correct answer* explains the

erroneous processes followed by the student to arrive at the wrong answer. Process

feedback may sometimes follow Correct answers, as when the'teacher elabOrates

on the response to verbalize the process knowledge.it represents ("Yes, we know
.

1
that we should use a capital letter since it is a proper name, and all proper

names begin with capital letters."). Teachers may provide process feedbhck by

simply answering a process auestion, since by d'finition a proceis question

_requires a process answer. Other than this special situation, however, process

feedback will usually reauire elaboration'upon the answer to a question.

Gtved Answer (GIV(ANS)

This category is used when the.teacher givet the student the answer to the

question, but does not elaborate sufficiently to be codeq for process feedback.
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4t

The category, is used only when the pupil has given a wrong answer or has not

answered the question. When the teacher gives an answer to a process question

it is coded as process feedback. Otherwise, any situation in which the teacher

provides the answer to the question to which he has asked'is coded as gives ,

answer (GIV ANS). Usually this will correspond to product 'feedback following

.product questions, although occasionally giving the answer to choice questions

May also be coded he if the student does not, take a guess and try to answer

the question hlmse)f.

usCIterAl (ASK 0TH)

If the teacher does not answer the question-himsell but instead asks another

pupil' to answer it, the feedback is coded as asks other (ASK 0TH)'. This category
_

is gilded regardless of the level of'question-or feedback involved (i.e., feed-. I'

back to process questions is still coded under asks other it the teacher asks
4

another student to provide the answer). Sometimes the teacher will ask another

student very expliCitly to answer the question that could not be handled by

the first ( "Johnny, can you help !lary?"). However, this need not be so

explicitly stated for asks other to be coded. Whenever. the pupil does not answer.

a teacher question and the teacher moves to someone.else in order tq get the

answer to that some question, the teacher's feedback reaction is coded for "asks'

other."

If the.teacher asks a question which has several right'answers, and he,

gets a right answer from one student, gives feedback, calls on-another student and

gets another right answer, etc., this situation should be coded as several new

4 questio6 independent of each. other. Do not code 'ask othet.." Therefore, the

designation ASK ()TH can only bev:coded after a Wrong answer.

37
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Cali Oul. (CALL)

The call obt category is used when another studeny calls out the answer

to the question before the teacher has a chance to act on his own. This cate-

gory it. coded regardless:1)f the level of question askel; if,anOther pupil cOis

out the answer to the teacher's question'before either the first student or the

teacher. himself can provide the answel", the feedback category call out (CALL)

is coded. Usually this will mean also cod, rig -a response opporturff for the pupil

who called out the answer, provided that.the teacher makes some individual res-

ponse after he calls out the answer.

first student is CALL.

In any case, the feedback coded for the

38
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. The subject matter checklists have been added to the first codlilg sheet

In order to facilitate the writing. of the standardized tests which will be

adminlitered to all tbe students in the junior high'study. In form they ere

'simple checklists, and the coder should check any activity which appears during

the class hour on these checklists. An attempt has been made to include the

main top s for English and for math at the seventh and_eighth grade levels. At

the bottom of each box, however, it may be noted that there. Is a tine titled

"Other";' the coder should use this line whenever necessary, specifying what the

atlivIty is If It does not fit into any other categories. Common-sense should

be used in.these categories in that If the teacher merely mentions in passing

something that the students should:remember, thattopic should not be checked,

For exampled 4f a teacher giVes a composition assignment, and as,a part of his

assignment cautions the class to remember the puncituation_led capitalization

rules which they have studied, the coder should check comWsition; he should not

.

check punctuation and capitalization under grammar, because the lesson did not

truly deal with punctuation or capitalization. There was merely a mention made

Of this

39



STUDENT INITIATED QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS
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This section Is used to cover public'response opportunities that are
.

initiated by theistudint rather than thejeacher. They may be in\the form of

a question,or'0cOmment. they are similar to other respon$e opportunities in
0

that they are dyadic teacher /student interactions which are public and moni-

tored by the rest of the class. However, they are not introduced by the teacher

and do not involve the student responding to a,questioh.posed by the teaeher.

The SIC and SIQ cOdIngs are tabulateirseparately in order to keep them distinct

from the normal type of response opportunity in which the student answers a

teacher-posed question.

There is one distinct type of student initiated comment or question which

will not be coded in this section; it is a new behavioral Alesignation'4n the

Junior high coding system called "bait." If the coder observes a-student initia-

ted comment or question which is obviously going to require a disciplinary res-

ponse, and wh,ich was done in order to.."get to" the teacher-as .much as possible,

jthis coding system requires that such an incident be'coded on the dypdic contact

page in the behavioral section. A more detailed description of such a incident

is included in the behavioral section o "this manual.

Generally speaking, SIG's and SIQ's will deal With academic matters i

at least some way. They-are meant to-be public in nature and are said for the

entire class's hearing. The SCC (Student Created Contact) (which wilrbe explained

later) is more personal in nature and actublly'meant only for the teacher'S hearing

althlgh many of them are indeed heard by the entire crassocmost of rt. Another

mode of- distinguishing SIC's and SIQ's from SCC's the physical proximity of

40
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teacher,::and Student. An, .SCC will 'probably. occur with the teacher- .and student

1 n cFose plays I proximity and a S -$1.0 w.i 1.1,,usua I ty occur :with Some ',dies-
,

tance between the two peopte inVoried.-, It is the. respOnsibility of the coder
.

.to make the best,possibleitludgMent in distinguishing between theSe 4yro coding

situations based on evaluating the abolienamed.. factors.,

Student # M. or F

When a Student initiated- question: off. occurs, the coder. first of
. . .

I. identifies .the student, locates the student's,numberon his:,seating charti
, .

enters .it in he appi7opriate Male or 'firriale.coluMn under the '.section labeled

.STUDENTNUMBER

Question or,CoMment- (QUES/COMM)..

t. The coder must next determine,thether the student initiated verbalization

wat.a question or a comment, and,-he checks the appropriate. column. Oneior-the

other-of these two categories must be checked.

Call Out. (CALL)

The student rpay.have raised his hand requesting permission to 'talk, ,or he

ma call out h r s verbalization without permission. I f the( student cat I out,
.

check the CALL column. If he is given permission to speak, then leave
-. .-

column 'blank.

Relevant ( RED

Relevant is coded if the question has to dg with the topic under discuqrsion

at the time, or if the question has to do with procedures for accomplishing the

assignment or activity which. IS,Igoing on at the.moment. For elmple, .if the class

4
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is prepaying to:do'a math assignment_. and a questio arises about the, nuMber of

Problam,stO do, theArOcedureifor-workingpartiquiar problem;ior the time that

the assignment is due, these.yoUld:be considered relevant.-

Irrelevarit7PREL).

Irrelevant questions would any which were not about the current topic.

If the class7Was doing a'math aiiignmentand a student asked What-time school-

would beAtsM1Ssed fbr-the day, the question would be coded as irrelevant ORM.

. ,

:Praise and,driticism(t--).

PraiSe ( +) and CrilljOism (L.) columnt are.reserved for-coding the teacher's

.Postlye Or'negative eValuation of the studeht's-luestion. An example of-praise.

Nould be; "That's a ,good question; I'm glad.ydu asked that." Criticism would

be coded if the tebher responded 114hat's a, stupid comment. You didn't think

that through:":,

1h.:tht.pretse:and criticism coluMns,,bral* and criticism,feedback as ited

in the student initiated ques ton and-rmment boxes refer to the content of the

answer, .not behavior. 1t.the teachelr giyet praise or criticism.referringto

the student's behavior in initiating his question or Comment',-code it on the

J

second page Under behaviorielated cohtacts..

Ignore (IGNIOR) .

8
The teacher maket absolutely no response, either verbal or non-verbal, to

the SIC or SIC.

Acdept (ACCPT)

Tht teacher simply affirms or acknowledges, the Student's .SIC or SIQ.

4.2.



Not Accept (NACPT)

When he doesrespond to the.question, he may not,accept (NADPT) it'Into

the discussion; or otherwise refuse to er4eetal it. The teacher might say,

aren't talking about that now," or "Let's stiCk.t the subject."

Feedback (PDBK)'

The teacher may respond,to the student initiated question or comment with

a brief answer' of a few words or a short phrase. This is coded (FDBK). An

example of a feedback response would be the student question, ,"What page are

we on?" and the teacher's answer,%"Pade six." Thp feedback category includes-

"prOduct feedback" in the original sense of the elementary coding system.

36'

Process. FeedbacktPRCS)

Proceis,feedback (PRCS) occurs when the teacher not.only responds to a

student's question or conment, but elaborates on it to sometdegree, going

through the steps involved in reaching that decision or in some way explaining

the basis for the response. During a lesson on sentence structure, a pupil may

volunteer .a sentence which he has composed. If it happens to fit into the ie'S'Son

at that point and the teacher allows-his student initiated comment, he might

respond 'to the example sentence by saying, "That's fine, Johhnyo. Youhave remem-

bered to use a capitalized word toloegin your sentence, to ute.a semi-colon

between two independent Clauses, and to end yoUe sentence with terminal pUnc-
..

.tuatiOn or period. You have applied the rules of good sentences which we have

been discussing today, and that'S fine." In this case, the coder would code praise

(++) as a response-and he would also code process feedbeck (PRCS).
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, The last two.categoires are set off from the other feedback possibilities.
. .

because they dealloith new directions the teacher may'leke.Wilta student ;.

Initliited comment or questicin.

Redirect-(RDROT)

Redirect IRDRCT) Is checked when a teacher receives a student initiated

question and repeats. the questioon, calling on another pupil Un the, class..

The teacher reOrects one student's question to another'Student. Redirect

will.almost always occur in :response to a student initiated question
,

.integrate(iNTEG)

Thecoder checksTinteqrate, (INTEL), if tte teacher takes a student's

quettion or.commentand builds on it,. weaving it into his.-ongoing-Atscussion

or into'tha.next. respo9seopportunity. Integrate may occur after. i-either a student

Initiated question'or comment..'

Note that there must always be at ieatt one Cheik.Markin-,the feedback

columns of the SIC-Slot? box-. There is, hopefully, no instance where-at least

one ?form of feedbadk woN:not apply,to thaJnteraOion.
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'CLASSROOM FORilAT-

This section has been added.to the junior high coding .systemHin,ark':

.

:attempt. to get atthe context of various claSsroOmS LiStedare'a'nUMber-

of forMafs which:the class.may-fake on., The coder will Usuallydeil with.this

section at the end of tile hour by coding claSsroOm fOrmat'Wterms of the
.

.
o :

number of minutes spent in each individualfforMat. A common sense deCision must

be4adejn. terms of not coding:tractionS of a mini0. It the teacher says,

"Class,, there IS foo'much talking today," it shouid.be coded "1". If he goes
i

Jrito an extended diScip4lharyeptSodelastino more tharra minute, thiSishould.:

becoded to thenearest whole'minute, You wiii never code less than one minute.

It is possible that a teacher. may. use one.oarticutar format in severe)
r

:distinct episodes during the class period. A math teacher may send students:

to the board several times during the class period to work problems; in this

case, the coder will note the number of minutes of each individual episode,

sum them, and place the total at the right handidoe of .the boX. Each class-

room format used more than once shOuld have the sum of the minutes placed

at the right hand edge'of the box.

Peer Tutor

The first classroom format shown is PElieUTOR. This is coded when a

teacher assigns one usually high achieving student to help another or perhaps

two or three other students who need,extra help.

44

Small Group w/ Teacher Contact, Small Group w/out Teacher Contact_CSM GRR/TC, SleGRP/N'

Teachers also sometimes breaktheir classroom up into small groups. The

ciassroom format box contains two small group designations: SM GRP/TC and SM GRP/NTC.1
t-

The distinction is made on the basis of teacher, contact or abiience of teacher con-

4 5-
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.

tact. It should be remembered that as'soon as a clasSroom breaks up Into small

groUpstthe coderwill 'immediately change his academic responte.opportunity.
.

sheet, begin a-new.one with 'SMall Group" checked'at the to0,and the proup

-Members' numbers noted on the approkiate line. As.soon as the small group.

format ends, he MaYreturn to the first sheet he was using, or he may begin on

another response opportunity sheet,checking 7Generalpiass,'.'

Board Work.(BOARD)-

The next category is BOARD; it refers to board work when the teacher of

a math class,' for example, sends pupils to theboard, perhaps to work homework

.....problems.lsO.thatthe: class-maycheck.,:tttekr-work.
; -

K

, .

4ndiVidual Seatwork (IND SEAT) .

Individual seatwork (IND SEAT) is, noted when the teacher gives an assign-

.ment and has each member of the class 4oric on et by, himself at his own desk.

It'ita common assidnment shared by most, or all, of the.class; this is in con-'

trast to theindividuajized self -paced format discussed later.

TRANSITION

.

Transition time is that time which is within the class/period, potentially

vailabie at teaching time hut is not utilized by the'teacher although he Is

:present in the classroom. This'timp is typically characterized by disorder,

minor.physicar.agdession incidents,-socializina, etc.

The category BS will be aided anytime the teacher is just visiting with

the class; *king on some non-academic subject. For example, the math teacher
5

may COMO mgm Monday morning and spend the first ten'minutes of the class

4.6



period talking about*+he.Junior h10:foOtball garde the.preVloUs-Frlday,

40'

the win - loss record'ofAte team;-.the:players'on the teamp'the plays usedln.
.

. -

the game, etc.. ThiewouPdbe:coded as BS time. The. coder should no-rcode

BS time as student-initiated comments 'academic response opportunities, etc.; he

only notes the number of Minuted' spent'on this non-academlqbactivity. Finally,
. ,

the coder shoUld onlyCoda illS.When'a&Aeastone:mlnute of diversion. occurs. A

teaCher's passing commentat.thebeginning'of' he class such as "Wasn't that
. ,

agood.fOOtball game Fri'day'nibht? i Pope ;you lo .See it," would not "be

coded at BS because of: 0.s brevItYiI'Os Only when significant amounts of

classroom time are tpentirithis Way thatme need'to.khow it.

Group Discipline t.GAPj:48C)

Group discipline'(GO DISC) i.s2fne.nekt cat4ory; the coder should make

an evacdatIon of the amount Of:tfmti.,for =1-64s category which the teacher spends

.

In disciplining the enty*claps at oriCe. forexample0 on a day when a-class

is. particularly rettlesti,; thteacner may temporarily leave the!subject matter
. .

he had Planned lor.the day and spendfiVe MinutesleCturing the class for lack
...

of attending. behavior. This would' be-coded as group discibline time.
0..

v

Lecture Or Demonstration '(LEC/DEMO)

LectureideMostratlon
, .

format. "Included An rat

I

;

(LED/DEMO) Is prbbably the most common classroom

sftould'be a -summary of the time the teacher

spendtlrOecturig the r Tn.demontrating:the points of a lesson. A

math teacher.; , fOrexample, mOht+each a lesson. on-square roots- He would be-

.gin'WOh a, leCtUrciexplairang what a square root. is and the operationof taking.,

sguate.rbot.. He 'hen might demonstrate onjheboard'the actual steps involved

, -in computing square `root.;. AI I this time would be noted under lecture-demohstrationil
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Discussion (DISC) is the next classroom format. Time coded as discussion,

in the Classroom. should be those periOds of time characterizedby an exchange

of questions, and answers between teacher:and students. The coder will note that

'tnere is n asterisk by the small group teacher contact, designatioa.and'also one

by ditcussion.-These are the,two glassrooM formats which will always reguird
. .-

. ,

academic response. opportunity coding. Small oup with teacher contact.will b

coded on a page which is designated "small g ouP" at the. top, with the &nail°

grOup member numbers listed in the appropriate blank. ',Discussionwill be on a
. . .

. .

saparate,page with "general class" checked at the top of:the page., 'However, it

should be flaked that the:distinCtion between leCture/defonstraton and ditcussion

Is not always a clear one Ht isAlighlrpossible, particularly in a math ciasi,

that a teacher may be writing on the board, demonstrating a particular type of

problem,.and lace his lecture with occatiOnal.academic response opportunities.

These response opportunities must be'coded.in the public retponse opportunity

box,.and_it is'up to the Coderlsindividual Judgment to decide,whether td dOcle

the format as lecture/demonstration or discussion. The coder should Judge

whether themajor part of the format. is more lecture/demonstration In nature or

more discUssion oriented, and code the format b9x accordingly,

Drill

,

'DrilLshouldbe coded when a teacher sets up a classroomforMat which

allows the student practice in applying something he has learned. If a math

class is .reviewing multiplication and theteacher goes, arouhd the room having

reciteone particular part of a MultiplicatioaJable, this would be

time devoted to drill:

48
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Special,
:\

.

The category.SPECIAeWincluded to cover ciassrpom'activities which,CO

not lit into the other categories. %hen the coder Uses-this designation, he

should make a note of the rticula action: This is accomplished by placing an

asterisk by the "special" 494 and indicating at the bottom of the. pace what
.

-. the special activity was. .0n;exa7ple of,a,special activity might be an English
V,

I

,

-tJ
class; hich divides into s "i groups in order to develop and present a program

such as pantomime or puppe, Show.

Organizers

-.! The cate0ory "organizers" refers to the time a, teacher uses in shifting the

class from one classroom'fomat'to another.. it may be that he has to spend
I-

five minutes.arranging the class into small groups. If this Wthe case, then
c4:0

t,

the coder would place a 5:1'.

;

!after organizers.

Time

Lost time refers t th se,blocks of time within the classrOom period over

whiCh the.teacher has nd-control. Lost time, for example, would include such
. -

events as a fire :dew or_anannounCement over the public address System. It

shouldbe remembered that 1.114 lost time total is used in figuring the Total
. V ,

Teacher Control Time, recoirded in the space at thelop of the page. At the end
410-

of the hour the coder takes the length of the class, subtracts the sum. Of all'

the lost, time episodes Othin that classroom hour, and place's the net. total number

of teacher cdintrol minutes In the planWat the too of the. pace:

individual Sdlf-Paced Work (IND SELF-PACO)

The next category ids indiVidual self -paced work.(IN) SELF-PACO). In

this clessroor format, eaChIStudent might for examplehave his own folder of work

4'9
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which the teacher feels is appropriate-to his particular level. The coder

.,wIlleep track of the numberof minutes within the class spent on individual

self' paced work..

Out Time (OUT) v°

' The category, OUT, refers to time which is (a) within the class period,

(b) potentially available to the teacher for teaching time, add (c) characterized

by lack of teacher-class contact bythe teachers' own wishes. It would also be

coded if a teacher leaves the_room clueing the class period.

Test

Peiiodically there wilirbea test administered during a class period being

coded. The number Of Minutes spent on a test, quiz or exam should be recorded
.

on the laSt line of the claSsedom.format box. This,is the only place a test is

coded; do not code dyadic contacts, SIC's, Sin's, TAC's, and SCCfs, or academic

response opportunities even. if they do occur during a teSt.

Other

"Other" is coded when none of the above C;4ories is appropriate. It is

not necessary to specIfy'what "other" is.

M
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PEER TUTOR IDENTIIC

The 0711 box-below.the classroom format,box is labeled peer tutor-

identification. (PEER TUTOR WENT) It is used to'identify the particular
.1!

students-involved In a peer tutor relationship. Each pairing will be indicated

in the line/line with the tutor always being named first and identified by his::

'student number, and the student number after the slash referring to the tutee.

If there I's more than one student Wpg:jutorectithe coder should place the..:..,

student tuton number in the firsf.bjank, place.i tutee's number in the second

bla* 'then drop down to the next.IIpeand'Ot a.cheek mark in the student

tut& blank:and enfer.the number of another-tutee' in theSecOndblank. He

shoUld do this as many times as Is necessary to code the group Being tutored..

51



DYAD .00HER-'STUDCNT CDNYACTS

4
Dyad i c teachri acts dif,fer'from response Opportunitiee

j

the teacher is lea l6g-prl ely with one pupil'about matters' idiosy'ncra c to'''

. him. rather then publicly out material meant for the group or class.as a

. whole. The latter disti ction:is the key one, since teacher-student dyadic,con-
i 4t

'tacts.are not always rivate (the teacher may talk in a loud voice or address

the pupil frOm across he room). Such interactions are nevertheless coded
c,

asteatherstudent.dyadic contacts as long as they involve matters idiosyncratic

45

to the student and are not public questions (response opportunities).

Dyadic teacher/student contacts are divided into student created contacts,
\,-

affordeddontacts, and behavior related contacts. They are further

subdivided according totwhether they deal with content or procedures, whether

they are personal or work related, and according to the. teacher's. behavior in

such contacts.

4

a
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STUDENT CREATED CONTACTS

db.

In dealing with student created contacts, the first necessary piece of

data is the coding of the student number of the student involved in the

contact under M or F in the student # section. Next, the coder must decide whether

the contact is work. related (having to do with either context or procedure) or

personal (relating to procedure or experience sharing). If in doubt, keep the

A
work-related. area clean by coding SCC, personal, rather than SCCi vlork-related.

Whether it is possible to determine Dr not (i.e.; a ible or inaudible)

always code Context or Procedure under SCC, work. The convention is to code

PRCD.whenever you cannot determine* which actually occurred. lfthe code is

PRCD (under SCCS, don'* code anything,t1 e-i-not even Brief and Long--thiS4iil

keep only Content contac+ in the Brief7Long-Delay-.FDBK-.Process columns.

In a SCC-work always code brief or long, even if it is an audible contact, .

.and you can code the feedback in the audible 'categories.,-This will permit cheCking

our previous assumption that process feedback is long and product feedback- is

brief. However; if the teacher delayS a SCC-work, it is not necessary to code

brief or long.

Work-related

There are two types of work-related, student-created contacts:, context

related and procedure related.

Examples: .1*

I. content related

shows work after finishing
asks for help with problem
.wants to snow how to spell a word
wants to know if answer is right

53
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procedure related

asking what pave to do, or1ihat problems
asking permissid.e-to read. library book
asking for repetition of assignment
asking if papee should be'titlea.

When a student-created, work - related contact occurs, Phe first decision

to make is whether it is content-related or procedural, and check the appro-

priate blank. If *Me .coder cannot distinguish here he should check procedural

and thereby keep the tent category clean. When coding "Procedure," no other

codings are needed.

Praise and.CrIticism (++, --)

Praise C++) should be coded, whenever ttOtteacher makes a positive

evaluative comment to the student regarding the quality of his work, or the

effort he- is. expending.

Examples;

!'You're .doing very well. Keep it: up."
"I'm very pleased to. see you working so hard."
"You got.all,your math problems correct. -That's excellent."

Prilse 'comments are usually said with feeling and often wIth soMe_affect

such as a smileea pat on the shoulder, etc.

Criticism (7) shoulcibe coded whenever the teacher makes a negative

evaluative comment to the student regarding the quality of his work and the effort

"he is,expending. This negative evaluation goes.beyOnd mere dis?greement. He

may. ditparage.hts ability or motivation.

Examples:

"You're not trying."
"I told you to do'the exercise on page II. That's page 2W1
"Your papers are always messy. You Just don't care."
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Note-that praise anCcritIcItM Columns are codeO only when they-occur.

However, there 1 alwayt some form of coding in the following 'six,

-colirmn:seation.:

Mese columns'deaVwith-the teacher's response '4brite SCC. -it may be

. seenthat the six .columns are Oi.ided with!three on either:tide of the line.

This line distinguishes to be madewhenfthe teacher's. response Is
,;

inaudible, from.codings to be made when the exchange is audible fo,thecoder.
.

The inaudible label' boye the brief and long column's is'added fOr,this

coding because frequently, he -indivrdual,0-eacher/student jnteractIon hat occurs

in the dya contacts will be carried on in hushed tones across the room.

from the coderWhere he cannot hear the content of the interaction. In:tU.Ch

.Cadet, where-he is unable, to code the nature=of.-1* teachef",tfeedback.

because he cannot hear it, the coder.merely notes thegrevLty or length of

the interaction, and the fact that Ut 'Was 'tudent created by virtue .of. its
.... .

bein4' coded i n the SCCbOx.

Brief-Long

.Even_ though the coder cannot hear the exchange,- he,can tbterve whether-: .

. .

the teacher' riespanse consists only tWo.or ;Tee words, in which he would

code BRIEF, Or a more extended verbalization,'in which case he 'would-cdde

LONG, The Brief andlcng columns have been-added inorder to capture some

informatio.h even though the SCC, is not audible to the coder.

When audibie;-the manner in. which, the teacher givetjeedhack, .aside ,from

fevaluative comment, may beAistinguIebed, in any one of the following ways.
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This column should be 'coded whenever Ostudent attempts 'to initiate

contact with the teacher whiCh is obviously related .to work (e.g., he ap-
.

proaches the teacher's desk with his workbook, or a sheet of paper), and
Tt.

the teacher is occupied or hasn't -time at the moment, to attend to the pupi I
. . .

and. hende, puts him off. The teacher may tell him to return to his seat

that he (the teacher) will get to him:later, -or .to wait his turn In 1 ine, etc.'

t

Examp le:

A: student standS by the teacher'.s desk With a' book in hand.
The teacher-is preparing a note to go to:the office: The
teacher may look up .and say, "I'll get to you in a minute.
Please sit down." Or the' 'teacher might'simply wave the student
away and point to his chair,

Feedback (FOBk)

Feedback should be coded when the interaction between teacher 3-nd student...

deals with -producing aspectlic answer to a speci:f lc question. It does not ,*

require Verbal' zatig of prodesses' by which the answer was arrived at By

the nature Of. this type of feedback, It wi be of rather s rt duration.

For example, tRe ltepcher may glance at the Workbook the p iI is holding and

"Good!".. In this-case,- "Good!" would be coded as praise -(44) and product
, T

feedback:(FDBK). rf .the teacher responds to a pupil's question ..by saying
T

"Page five. or. "lif:your worRboOW the coder r-would justicheck feedback (FMK)
.1 1g

without checking praise or critjcismi since neither of these occurred.

Process (PROS)

Processi is.Cpded when the interaction exceeds that ofbroduct feedback

that tet0E,Pcher verbal i2es.ttle process by which a pupil arrives at an'

7-answer the-:steOS-ir the' work. he had to do, in Some way not only gives

5
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the answerbut an analYsie OfhoW it was arrived at For ciample,'tne

teacher may respond:to.t student by saying, "I think you',Ul find it easier'

if you.Usethe vocabulary'in the back of the book,..The.wordsthat you need

are found there." This is coded process feedback. he has told the pupil

something about the way, the, assignment is to be done; end,, he has-given

him an analysis t4 the steps Involved in doing the assignment.

PERSONAL-RELATED

For student created contacts of a persdnal request;nature, we will merely

oode_feedback giVen'to the stUdent by the teacher. There are three possibilitie

.GRANT is coded when the teacher permits'the studen,:td':;dowhat he requested;

DELAY is coded when..tteteacher;asks the student to hold hirequeSt

some later time; and non-grant (N¢ANT).; is coded when the teacher does not

permit the studentIS reqUest. tO repeat an:earlier'sectiOn, the coder:

'must ake care in distinguiShing'betWeen PersOnal: and SIOIS.. The twd-

., conditions to be deterMUned are (a),Ts.the student'S VerbaltzatiOn personal

in nature, is it meant only for the teacher's hearing, 'and (b) is.the student

in ctoSe physical proximitywilh'the teacher? Although these 'distinctions

are not iron-clad ones, they will hold.in geeral, :end will help make the

coding di at nct ions

5
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TEACHER AFL, ED.CONTACTS

AnteractiOnsare coded at'teqCher'efforded If the teacher gives feed-

back about work'When the.pupit has not solicited it (the teacherelther calls
.

the. student to come.up to-his desk or goes round the room making individual.

comments tothe students)... Created Contact.ai-e not' planned by the teacher

and occur solely because the student has'soUght them'out; afforded contacts.'

are not piannedby:the student and Occur solely because -the teacher initiates-

theM. If the coder cannot determine whether a dyadic contact IS student-

created:_or"lbacher-affdrded, code. ft as a TAC.

The `first decisionitO be made in a teacher. afforded contact Is the

Identification of the uoti and theI)jacing.of.ihis nuMber in the appropriate

M or F blank under Student Number.

, Praise & Criticism (++ , --)

Praise 1++) should be coded whenever the'teacher makes a-p4itive

..evaluatIlile comment to the pupil regarding.the quality of the *o or jhe

effort he is expending.

Exbmples:

"You're doingJihe.(
"That'e good... Keep it up.:."

"I'm very pleased tO.seeyou'Working so hard 'today."
,

'Praise commente.are usually said with .1Feeiing and often witheome.affeCt,

s6Ch1ee a smtie or a warm tone of voice.

Criticism C.:-...tiould.becodedwbenevere teacher mpKesa'negative

..evaluattve comment to the pup ii regard trig. the quaiA..of ti.sN'ork or the

effort.he ie expending.' This negattve evaluatimn gOg*.beyond,mere Otsagreement:

y.



The. teaClier wItOirsparage his ebtlity or motivation,.

Examples:

"YoOte not trying."
"Your papers are elrieys .so messy; you Just don't Care."'

Note that, prattetenritidtsm are coded only when they occur.

e neXt.section'titled "tnaud"(tnaUdible) it'tobe used only In the

event that the coder sees a 'teacher effoeded'contact occur but becaude of

the tonet.:of voice orlhe-dittance away frord. the coder, when I-Loccurs,'

Aoesn't'hear the actual exchange.
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:Brief -Long

$p such cases, where te ts'unable,to Code the nature of the :teacher's

feedback becautehe cannot hear It, the coder notes theoccurrence of the

iiihteractIon by'codtng its breyity (BRIER) or length (LONG) and,, by Otacipg

'thecodihgs in thtt bOxno,:tas that the contact'wat teacher afforded.

..'Observe (OBSV)

The next three columns deal wtth the form of feedback the teacher gives

to the student when the exchange islaudible. Observe (OBSIthe'first of

these:three columns, is checked when there is no verbal' interadiori at all

between the-teaCher and the student- if the teacher moves around the r

pausing to lbok at the indivtdual.seatwOrk of apUptC but doesn't'sayan

thinget elJ., to hiM, then observe COBVI is coded.

-Product ,,Feedback (FDBK) .

Proddct feedback CFDBK). ts coded lfthe
. _

.

student's work, Viand sayt,',"Yes .',-tbat!s rtgkf.

teacher paUtes, looks at the.--

or"YOutreJtntthed," or gtvet

4-



same Other. factual pjeCe Of I

fairly short exchange.

rmat ton. Product ' feedback is usually a

Process Feedback. .(PRCS)

process feedback (PRCS )'Octurs when the teacher goes through the rationale'

or the steps .involved : in arriving at a certain answer. For examp ier to.:cotitinbe

the43prev illustration, the teacher might pause,. observe Ite;,etudent working;

at his seatwork and say, "Yes, that's d6rrect,.:and i!fil glad you reMieliqb:60ed4O,

use an i ntro4uctory sentence, 9,, middle, and a aim I us ton when. you 'wrdte you'r
# 4

. paragraph. Thdt a: good.. jo.i!."'; I p dtts-ca p a i see '(..14 would be:coOed
4 1 ...tr 4 p ..

. . .

and a I sdprocets 7feedtlack (PPIpS )

Procedure' (.PROD): :4'
' ie '

. .

The fast' (*-thei teacher af

Is not re I ated reCtly to JtIle'llotrA'

contactit procedOre.. (IFOA

11.4 on in tha,..e.01stre9Mlie*ermeOf
.

.

the subjeCt.Matter.!',,, ThrsLIc81 umn.,:covat InstariCa4 as when Ahe teacher
:y - . (;.

asks 'the .St4dent t VI ect 9 r ft) pass Out bo91(it,).for-itlic
,

,.

Another tnitance.VAre5procedure (PR& ): ,would .be -. ceded 41 gilt a:,)t,;::. he .4a
.. .,0,-.3.1 4: . .,..., = ..2::',. ''..... . ...

a :student'-145 1--emind.:01m ten minutes before the per;iod4nd's° so that '416 ow
..

.,:.",' .,..p ...

discuss: Op 'Uacom4 ng assembly` program: Theie: 're' procerO:..ki.r.i'ds .6-0:. con iTd*'

4 i

erationt; -they rie,W ;44Ith :thelproCe6Ura4p aspectsof the cif iet r.Oom 3 nOtead oi
. ..

,4

iii i it, .71-60 subject content.. :.C9Ripai.4.4 :11-p.tbe- preyi:Oti,x4:4;dini Sye-ilip; `Phis

oolguin Inc) udes avors aiked fl the teacher, mar,ipliment asked by,the .tsacher,
-A- .. , : '-':. , .=.4r N''' ;,, . .

, . . .

ang.Jii* i-=fa :...no anger . o g wben iNle thanks;.ttie. puitit I When coftlIngri "Procedure.,"
,

'. '1'

nroOt jcod -ngt, are -.needed. ''
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n.Condlusion
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Brief, and Long are alwayt coded .in conjunction with FM< and PRCS.

If observe is coded, brief and long need.not be.

TheAlttinctiOn between Teacher Afforded:Contacts which lore procedUral

and Behavior Management Contacts is that.prOcedural contacts deal with some

htype of erreld or organizing whic the teacher wishes to accomplish. He

may rearrange the seating, send students fo the office with notes, to the

library for a book, etc-Theseate tels the wants -.done do not

imply "fault" on the past of the student.

Behavioral management in.Behavior:Contacts category jingly mild corrections'

'ortntervention in a student or Studentti behavior. He may moveStudent$

because they are'talking rather than for his organizational

the .coder is unsure whether to code, Teacher AffOrded'procedure or Behavior

Management; code procedure.
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BEHAVIOR. RELATED/ ,CONTACTS

Behavior contacts are coded whenever the teaCher makes'some comment

upon the pupil's classroom behavior. They are subdivided into non-verbal

intervention (NViT), management 1MGMT), Criticism 1--),. and threat (THRT).

There are twelve specific behaviors. The list of these is found Just to

the right Of the behavior related contact-box on the co alinig sheet.; The

first four behaviors are non-critical ones; in this cod' .system, this

means that they will be coded only if the teacher notices and reacts, to the

occurrence of one of them. From #4 on through the remainder of the list,-

the behaViors are critical ones.

.6r not the teacher reacts to theM.

Thi s means that they must bp coded, whether

'In the instance where a critical be-
A

ba0or occurs 'and thereis no teacher reaction to it,.the coder will code

the child # column, the appropriate behavior #, and then draw a horizontal

line across the rest of the columns. This indiCates that the behavior did.

occur,-and.that: the teacher'didnot respond":' in'a few rare instances-,ithe

coder ray have coded the behavioral incident as desCribed above, and Only

.then would the teacher react to the incident, after a'delay. In this case,

It would be necessary to erase the line and code his reaction and error

according 4-(6, the specifics of the situation.

The behavior related contact section in this coding syStem Is slightly

more global than it was'in the elementary coding system, in that we are

including any behavioral comments made by the - teacher in'conjunction with a

..

student initiated;comment call out, for example,'or a student initiated

question'Call.out. Behavioral crlticisrels teacher ,afforded in-the sense

.'that the pupll usually does not want and Aoes'not.eXpect the interaction,
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and the teacher chOOseetO single him out for 'comments. The conditlons for
I

Coding.thlscategorV are:: (a) the teacher singles out the plipil.for comment
:

upon his platsroomliehevior;(b) the interaction concerns his behavior; it

does not involve prSise. or criticism of the content of the studentiinitiated

.4:

question but 'rather wo.4uld involve criticism 00-he fact that the pupil

cal led it out.

Over114 behavioral criticism occur 4n work-related and in pro-
,.

.cedural contexts. MoSt'of the evaluation jn this category will occur in

connection with thd pupii's attention,cOoperation, and performance of

classroom rituals,although occasionally, there will be comments made in

relation to his acadeMic work. In the latter case, these evaluations,

which refer to the student's general perfOrmance usually be made at

the 'ConOusion of a letsOn.

studentillMLOr F

The first piece of data coded under behavior related contacts is the

Student's number. .This invo!veS identifyin the student and placing-his number

n the apprOpriate column according to sex.

Behavior I

The next column requires theidentificatiOnof the behavior, :The

appropriate number fOrthiS colUmn is selected from trie list at the right,

and if it iS necessary to. use Number II, which is. Other, the coder should,

.

Specify what the behavibr was. Code the appropriate behavior number under

BEH #. The next five columns deal with the teacher's feedback to the pupil's

behavior.
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Not seen is coded when the teacher has not seen a critical'Incident.

Remember, it mat be &critical behavior which is missed by the ,teacher

in order to code not seen. No other codings are necessary. When this column

is-checked.

IGNOR

Ignore is coded when the teacher clearly.sees an interaction but hasj
decided to ignore it. No other codings are necessary.

Non-Verbal Intervention: (NV1T)

Non-verbal interyention,(NVIT) is included in thiS sytem to account

. for those situations ln which the teacher takes steps to correct a behavioral

problem; however, he doeS so without disrupting the whole.class. He may

'move close to a pupil Who IS talking; he'may tap a student on the.Shoulder

who is-slaydreamihg and point 4 his book; or he .could turn a student around

In.hisSeat when he is4facing the wrong way and-looking at his neighbor.

These are cases where the teacher does intervene, but does so inaudibly,

with-6. minimum oftlisruption

Management. (MGMTH

This category and the following two refer to teacher behavyor in singling.

. out foricomment a. :pupil engaging in iflappropriate or undesirable classroom'

. .

behavior. It is always verbal. 'Usually teachers' behavioptmanagements will'

occur in OltuAtions in'WhiChthe pupil_ is doing something, that is not necessarily

o41Wayfprohibited.but vooll IS troublesome at-the moment.:)n such instances
N,.
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the teacher wil.l.sIngle Out the student to;inforM him. that his present

.

0
behavior is inappropriate, but will do so without communication of

.

.

rejection or anger as incriticism. ;05ampfes of this. are as follows:

"Johnny,, you're getting too noisy."
"Try to figure out the answer on your own don't copy
off our neighbor." .

.

"JOhnny, you can. talk to Mary if you Want,to, but. stay in
:yoUrseat.

r/rn,a junior high math class, a coder observed a girl 'turned around

In her seat, tapping the boy. behind her on the arm with her ruler.. After

a moMent the teacher quietly and with a not unfriendly look,on his face,.

said., "That looks like argood one for my collection." This Incident, should

be coded MGMT; there was no personal attack; 'anger or criticism in the teacher's

contact and it was only a very mild 'form of disciplinary control.

Criticism )

The tines of demarcation between managementS.(MGMT) and criticisms {---)

0re'soMetimes dIfficUlt to discern., SometiAer the same or nearly,the'same:

.words could be coded In eit r category, with the decisionbeinOade on the

basis of the non - verbal expre lye and gestural components of the teacher's
no

message. Behavioral insteuctiohs given to the'-pupil Merely in the interest

of InfOrmation or classroom management and without any connotation- )5f.warnifrig.,

or criticism would be coded as. manageMent (MGMT).

Threat (THRT)

If in the math class Illustration given above, the teacher:had'said,

"That looks like a good one for.my collection and-1 will take it way from

you permanently J, see It againi.odayi", the Coder would Code threat (THRT),..
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BEHAVIOR-RELATED CONTACT ERRORS
>',

Aside-from wanting Information on the type and frequency of behavior-

59

.

related contacts in the classrOom, we are also interested in obtaining a

measure of the effectiVeness of the teacher's method of handling these

behavior-related contacts. For this reason, we have chosen to record

certain errors which the teacher may makefn the course of halting in-
.

a.

appropriate classroom. ehavior. These can be categorized as target.,

timing or overreaction errors. The last five categories in the behavior--;

related contact section exist for the purpOse of recording these contact

errors. .

No Error ( NOERR)

The no error (NOERR) column should be checked whenever the teacher

halts an inappropriate behavior without making one of the above mentioned-
,

errors in dealing with a misbehavior. If the coder is not sure that a target

or timing error has notoccurredhe should check the "77*-ColOft. .A

k
more detailed description of, this coding option will be discussed in the

.6 -

"??" section.

0

Targei-,Error

A target error (TARD) is' coded when the teacher repr4mands the wrong

student fora misbehaVior which has obviously been committed by another

student or students in .the classroom. Far example, the room is quiet until ./1

Jane begins whisperingto Mary. Mary continues the conversation, and

Jamie leansover to listen. The teacher is annoyed by the noise and says,

"Jamie,; turn around =and stop alithat to

A target error is alsocoded when the teacher makes an attempttohalt

a-minOr:Misbekaviowhile ignoring,or allowipgla more serious misbehavior
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..)to continue. Therefore, if two boys In ,the back of the classroom were

allowed to engage in a piper wad fight while the teacher reprimanded Mary

for whispering; a 'target error should be coded.
4

Timing error (TIM)

A timing error is coded whenever a teacher delays correcting the,

student or students' involved In a misbehavior until the effect of the

reprimand Is diminished. For example, Tom and Mary are whispering about

after school plans. T4e discussion ceases and both go back'to their seat.ork.

The teacher has been4nVolved with another student's questions about the

1

. assignment. After completing her contact with the student she says;

"Tom and Mary, stop your talking and get to work." Tom and Mary are

understandably confused because they have been working for the last couple'.

of minutes.

A timing error should also be coded whenever-'a teacher allows' what is

escalate- into sOiiiethingmOre serious before
. ,

it is hal-Fe& .,Two kindt 04-examples are relevant to this type of timing;

error. The first occurs when a teacher is aware thata couple of students

haVe stopped.working on their assignments and have begunytalkIng. However,

7before the-teacher'decided to act on this observation, the majority of the

,ciass has become invoiv, in the socializing. The misbheavior has spread

because the teacher- did not stop it in its embryonic stage.

.,. The second situation which can be associated with the concept of

escalation is:one.WhiCh..,might be comparable to the following scenario:

John and'Dave'are engaged in'a heSeddebate about the ownership of a

.,The teacher -notices thCtivity but fails to react to it
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IMmediately. After a. few more interchanges between the two boys, Tom

pushes Dave and a. scuffle starts. Before the teacher intervenes, a full

fledged fight has broken out. The,eacher has committed a timing error

because he did not stopthe misbehavior'before it. became serious.

Not Observed

Occasionally,'the coder will be..busy coding other informdtion prior

116.a behavioral episode and will not.be able to gather sufficient evidence

to Judge whether or not a target or timing error has been made. In such

cases a check should be placed 4h the "??" column. This coding convention

should be used only in the'case 'of target or timing errors, since the

coder can usually tell if an overreaction error has been made without having

observed the total interaction.

Overreaction (OVRT)

An overreaction error (OVRT) is coded when the teacher either responds

too severely to :a misbehavior or dwells on the criticism of the misbehavior

.beyond, the level necessary to get the point across.
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STUDENT: BE
( OEF I N I T

The
N
first four behaviors I isted are termed :non-critical ,ones _in the -

behavior list, while the remaining ones -are critical.' In terms of thecOding

syste6, this means_ that If one of the first four occurs and the teachet. dOes'

not react to it .i el:any 'way; either Verbally .or non - verbally, then we d6 not

code it.,. If, any of the remaining ones occur, it must be coded, 'even if

.rileteache-r does not react to It. The critical behaviors are deemed signi

Hficant 0.c4gh thet we should have a record of them, even if the -teacher dOes

not seeM.to note.ther-:oCcurrence. :As noted before in the BehaVfor ContactS

- section, in the event that on of these .behaviors .46es occur and there is:

no teacher reaction, ode the child number. under M or .F, the behavior

o.

°number, ,and then drawl a horiiontal -Fineecross the rest of the..col umnS..for
. ,

that Und, 'indicatipg thereby that there was no teacher reaction.
y.

,O-- Not .Observed

Not obServed inclades all behavtors which caused the student to be

=

ined, but which were not seen by the coder.

Ind Typ I happ

The I ndependent,Typ ca ( y Inappropr late ' category (Ind Typ tnOPP

IfficludeS.a I I non-work .reiated behaviors which are criticized by the teacher,

are not social 1p nature or disruptive' to other children -;This includes

and

. ,

.waStipg -time, working on the, wrong aeOgnnientat the wrong time, daydreaming, and

. .

anythl"ng e I se' that the' student doeS I ndependen70y thet js. .n6+ dltruptive-.



.Sociallzin

Socializing and especially social chatting are :inappropriate behaviort

\,) that a ptudent'engages in with a peer which are not disruptive but definitely

out of prate at the time.

Late
4J ,

Late is checked whenteldent enters the room after the belt has rung

signaling the beginntng.ofthe class-period,. lt should only be:cOded if .

the teaCher:diSciplrnes the student for.h.jt tardiness.

.Disrupt

Disruptive'behaVicr refers to behavior a student engages
.. in either

independently or with peers which is noisy or disturbing enough to go,

beyond either Itid typ I napp or Socializing.

Sass/Defy.

Sass/Defy occurs when a student mocks the teacher, openly defieS him,
, .

talks back to him, makes. :facet behind. his back end'exhbits arijfiDehayior that

can ke considered grosslydjsrespectfut. This js.Mare extreme than compliance

With a frown or a scowl,in. which:the student demonstrates his displeasure

but complies' anyway. Sass/De ns'a proactiveeffort.on the student's

part -to respond negatively to acher's'deMands or recluesttie

,

..Vagg

erbaJ '.Aggr9ssion(Vagg) is an :unfriendly: initiation involving only

wOrds., not physical Contact: The tonteht'of the*.tetsage is obviously intended

to hurt or anger. the other person.



, : .
..-

..-

aggression 'Involves both, phYsItal.;a0 verbal abute,
. :.

"'Aggression. (Pegg) thpuld:be coded.-

Leave

If the student leaVes the room without permission

code leave.

Contraband

the .coder should

Contrabandefers to= any Item' which the teacher makes clear it-not

wekome in his classroom, or confivates on the spOt'. In thejlinfor high
KT.

.math .class example given earlier in this. section, where the girl was itapping

a boy sitting near her with. her ruler, the coder should code Socializing,

not Contraband. The difference here is one of degree, but the ruler is

,generally an appropriate item tp have in a math class, and Contraband As

used only for materia)sdistiiictiy out of place in the Classroom,. such as

Bait

Baiting the teacher is " critical behavioral incident. It is usually

timed to ,occur at a moment which maximizes the 'damage to or disruption of.

lesson. .Prequently, it .is a seemingly innocuous verbal ization and this

-e0ances the strength of its effect.

E)cariAplei The teacher has planned and presented his lesson very care-

y up to the point where he will . solicit questions and discussion.

om' hJ s first vo I unteer, he expect a response indicating a 'high degree

of comprehension and integration. The kid a,iks to sharpen his pendil;
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the. entire class 'dissolves in laughter; And he is then left with the task,/..

of settling the kids-down and reestablishing the lesson.

Although this type.of behavioral incident may appear 461?:-the surface

to be a public response opportunity; or.even'a student-initiated question

or comment, the intent 'of the incident requires that It be coded'. as
,

havioral. Care.should be taken to recognize these particular incidents

nd.code them as.behavioral in nature since this the main' intent of the

exchange.

,Sleep:

If 'a student falls'asleep during:the class period., the studentts

number or a check in-the .M/F column should be recorded.
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SOCIAL CONTACTS

The fifialbox on thecod6g sheetjs to be.usefor purely social.

contacts. This section is provided for the coding of. incidents which do

not belong in

do not belong
"7

the SIC -SIQ box becau e they:are not, academic in nature, and

in the:SCC and TAC boxes because they are public in nature.

Therefore, in Order. not to Jitter the other sections, the Social' Contacts '-

box has been added-to the system.

.Student # M or F

Fill in the child's number in the appropriate-column. if he
- .

target student; if not, 'check the'M or F column.

Teacher Afforded or Student-Created (TA. or SC)

Check Tk(teacher affor

the Socialiiing was.begun

Feedback (AC or NA)

is a.

.

d) or SC (student-created) accoHing;to Whether

b the teacher'or a student.

If'the contact.isteaCher.afforded, this last two-column section. is

.non- applicable.. If the contact is student-created, note that the teacher

either accepted (ACPT) the comment or question by responding or acknowledging

It in some way, or else he did not accept it (NACPT).
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